
“Putting our Class to Work!”  

 

Fifth Grade Weekly Classroom Jobs 

 Line Leader: First in line; models appropriate behavior while walking in the 

hallway and transitioning between classes, pausing the line at hallway ends. 

 Light Switcher:  Last in line; keeps the line moving through the hallway in 

and turns off classroom lights when exiting. 

 Cleanup Crew: (2 people) Empties classroom trash and recycling bins into 

the hallway disposal at the end of the day. 

 Resource Tracker: (1 person) Responsible for cleaning, maintaining, and 

lets the teacher know when the supply bins are running low. 

 Board Cleaner: (1 person) Cleans the front whiteboards at the end of each 

day and changes the daily schedule and date. 

 Q.O.T.D: (1 person) Responsible for resetting classroom name badges and 

writing a new, teacher approved, attendance question or “quote of the day.” 

 Time Bank Keeper: (1 person): Adds up any time earned or lost within the 

day and updates the class running total. 

 Lunch Baskets: (2 people) Makes sure that everyone is checked in for lunch 

count each morning, and carries empty lunch baskets from the cafeteria 

Computer Engineer: (1 person) Ensure all Chromebooks are returned and 

properly plugged in at the charging station. 

 Librarian: (1 person) Keeps classroom library looking nice, neat, and 

organized. 

 File Manager (1 person): Responsible for moving and managing classroom extra 

copies and handouts.  Moves “Today’s Extras” from the first drawer into the appropriate 

Day of the Week folder in the second drawer and recycles whatever papers are 

remaining in that Day of the Week folder from the past 7 days. 

 Cub Captain (1 person): Deposits earned bouncy balls in the lobby at the 

end of the day. 

 *MVP*: The Most Valuable Player for the week!  This student demonstrates all 

elements of the Carderock Pledge and leads as a fifth grade role model.  This person 

serves as the teacher’s aide for the week delivering notes and attendance to the office 

and checking teacher mail at the end of the day. 


